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ABSTRACT
Enhance Oil Recovery (EOR) techniques are theoretically very promising but in real life suffers the
effects of many physical complications in the subsurface which are yet to be understood in detail. One
such complication is the detrimental effect of oil in foam in foam EOR. Current-generation reservoir
simulators represent these effects in an approximate way. The STARSTM simulator is one such software.
Though nearly 20 years old, till now there has not been a detailed study on how its parameters predict
foam behaviour without oil.
We investigate in detail the effect of the oil related parameters in the STARSTM simulator by studying
the behaviour of foam in two foam-flow regimes, as identified by Osterloh and Jante and Alavrez et al,
on steady state behaviour of foam without oil. The focus of this thesis is to study the shift in the two
foam-flow regimes with oil present. This is achieved by fixing oil saturation, fixing oil superficial
velocity or by fixing the oil to water superficial velocity ratio. Initially we employ a Corey-type relative
permeability function. We investigate the effects of oil-related parameters with fixed limiting water
saturation (wet foam model) but later study the effects of changing limiting water saturation (dry-out
foam model). We then proceed to understand the model behaviour for three-phase oil relative
permeabilities by implementing Stones Model II oil relative permeabilities and saturations in both the
models (STARSTM Foam Simulator).
Additionally, we generate 3D plots of pressure gradients as a function of phase saturations to examine
the effect of oil-related parameters of the STARSTM simulator on foam. We capture and understand the
behaviour of all above mentioned cases on gas foam mobility reduction factor (FM) plots to predict
foam performance under Corey’s and Stone’s saturation profiles. The study reveals combinations of oil,
water and gas superficial velocities where the steady-state saturations and foam state are not unique.
We study these cases further using a simple 1D incompressible simulator.
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1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction to Foam EOR
Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR), as the name suggests, is the technique of recovering oil from the
reservoirs by extra means, by the injection of fluids not native to the reservoir (Lake, 2010). Thus, EOR
is the last resort left to a petroleum engineer to recover and extend the productive life of an otherwise
depleted (by primary & secondary recovery) and uneconomic field. The most common and widely
accepted way is the recovery by gas injection/flooding using gases such as carbon dioxide, nitrogen and
various components of lighter hydrocarbon mixtures. Using these processes, one can achieve a
significant amount of oil recovery, even leading to a hundred percent displacement efficiency. However,
in practicality, the results are much poorer than expected, mainly due to poor “sweep efficiency” of
fluids (Lake, 2010). The gasses pass into the unwanted layers or suffer gravity override and thus it
becomes a problem to produce the oil. The major causes of poor sweep efficiency are low viscosity of
injected gases and gravity override of gas (Rossen, 2013). Viscous fingering causes the gases to escape
or channelize through unwanted pathways in the reservoir, often leading to excessive gas production.
The problem of gravity override is more complex, where it is hard to maintain gas at desired subsurface
level due to upward segregation of gases because of density differences of the injected fluid to the
reservoir fluids.
Foam EOR partially overcomes the effects of poor sweep efficiency by reducing gas mobility
(Schram, 1994; Rossen 1996). Foam can be classified as a mixture of gases and liquids, specifically,
gas bubbles dispersed in liquid separated by liquid films called lamellae. Foam greatly increases the gas
flow resistance, as it has higher viscosity and thus diverts the gas from unwanted layers. Unfortunately,
the contact of foam with most crude oils destabilizes foam, which greatly limits the widespread use of
foam for EOR (Mannhardt et al., 1998). Thus, it is important to understand the complexities involved
in the effect of oil on foam.

1.2 Objectives of thesis
To better understand how oil has a detrimental effect on foam it is important to distinguish the
characteristics of oil and its associated parameters. The goal of this thesis is to study these parameters
and how they affect foam stability. Using the previous works on a unified model for steady-state foam
behavior at high and low foam qualities (Alvarez et al., 2001) in conjugation with the STARSTM foam
simulator, we try to catalogue the complex interactions of foam with oil. Our goals are as follows:




Investigate the effect of oil-related parameters on steady-state foam flow behavior using two
foam models in STARSTM: Basic Empirical (Wet) & Dry-out foam option.
Investigate the effects of different oil relative permeability functions (Corey versus Stone) on
the oil effect in foam models.
Examine foam mobility factor (FM) in a ternary diagram as a function of the three-phase
saturations.
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Investigate further using simple 1D incompressible simulator, where the steady-state
corresponding to given injection conditions is non-unique.
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2
THEORY AND RESEARCH BACKGROUND
2.1 Two Foam Flow Regimes
Despite the efficiencies associated with EOR, the results in actual field applications continue to be
unpredictable. The science of foam is extremely complex as there are many contradictions in the
available published foam studies: the apparent rheology of foam (either shear thickening or shear
thinning), and whether foam strength increases or decreases with foam quality (Alvarez et al., 2001).
Khatib et al. (1988) defined a Pc* regime in which foam stability in porous media is limited by
capillary pressure. In this regime, foam bubbles change size accordingly to maintain foam at a fixed
limiting capillary pressure, with an abrupt transition from strong foam to no foam (or weak foam) in a
very narrow range of capillary pressure. This causes the water saturation Sw to stay constant and equal
to Sw* at a fixed capillary pressure Pc*. As a result, the pressure gradient p is proportional to the liquid
superficial velocity Uw, and independent of the gas flow rate.
The steady-state flow behavior of foam in the absence of oil is characterized by its two foam flow
regimes, illustrated in Figure 1 (Osterloh et al., 1992). In the figure, the pressure gradient p with foam
is plotted as a function of the superficial velocities of water and gas, i.e. p (Uw, Ug). The transition
zone between the two regimes is characterized by a specific value of gas fractional flow fg, termed as
fg*. The regime for fg*>0.94 is the high-quality regime, or the coalescence regime. Foam in this regime
obeys the Pc* model (Khatib et al., 1988). Rossen and Wang (1999) proposed a model for foam behavior
in the second regime (low-quality regime), stating that a rock’s petrophysical properties should be
responsible for determining pressure gradient in the low quality regime.

Figure 1 Pressure drop as a function of superficial gas and water flow rates (from Osterloh, 1994).
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Figure 2 Two foam flow regime schematic with several pressure gradient contours with various factors (Alvarez et al.,
2001).

Alvarez et al. (2001), proposed a unified model (Figure 2) for the two foam-flow regimes based on the
fg* parameter. The fg* model considers the effects of surfactant concentration, permeability,
heterogeneity and total flow rate and explains how the change in fg* can either make the foam weaker
or stronger. It is an extension of Osterloh’s work with Jante showing the significance of fg* and various
other parameters.
Foam flow behavior is characterized by two regimes: the “low-quality” (low fractional flow of
gas) or “wet” regime and “high-quality” (high fractional flow of gas), or “dry-out” or “coalescence”
regime. In the low-quality regime, the bubble size is roughly constant, close to pore size, and pressure
gradient is independent of liquid flow rate and mainly controlled by pore structure (Kam, 2003; Chen,
2010). In the high-quality regime, there exists a limiting water saturation below which foam collapses
drastically and abruptly, and pressure gradient is independent of gas flow rate (Khatib, 1988).
At fixed total superficial velocity the pressure gradient p increases with decreasing foam quality at a
fixed total flow rate UT in high-quality regime until fg* is reached, then p decreases with further
decrease in foam quality in the low-quality regime.

Figure 3 Schematic representation of fg* reduction owing to a reduction in surfactant concentration (Alvarez et al., 2001).
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Figure 4 Schematic representation of the change in fg* with permeability increase (from Alvarez, 2001).

Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the results of Alvarez et al. (2001) indicating the effects of surfactant
concentration and permeability. The shift of horizontal contours (p gradients) upwards weakens the
foam and vice versa (as the gas mobility increases and decreases, respectively). Similarly, the shift of
vertical contours from left to right not only weakens the foam but make it unstable.

2.2 Modelling the effect of oil on foam flow regimes for EOR: Local Equilibrium Behavior
The above results were based when no oil was present in the system. Adding a third phase, oil, will
complicate this behavior in ways that are not yet understood, or even catalogued. Farajzadeh et al.
(2012), tried representing at least four methods in current reservoir simulation models for the effect of
oil on foam.
1. The effect of oil saturation, with two-limits (upper-limiting oil saturation for foam stability
above which the oil kills foam, and lower-limiting oil saturation below which oil has no effect
on foam), distinguishing whether oil destroys or harms foam.
2. The effect of oil composition, i.e. the lighter the oil, the more detrimental oil is to foam.
3. Making the limiting water saturation for foam stability depend on oil saturation.
4. Making lamella destruction rate proportional to oil saturation (Myers and Radke, 2000).
Foam stability also depends on the nature of crude oil. It is seen that lighter and lower-viscosity crude
oils are more destructive to foam stability than heavier and more-viscosity crude oils. The origin of
these microscopic effects of oil on foam appears to reflect a variety of surface phenomena: spreading
of oil on the gas-water interface, emulsification of oil, Marangoni effects, the stability of a water-film
between oil and gas, etc. (Farajzadeh et al., 2012).
Till date there has been no concrete research on the effects of oil for above mentioned
phenomenon. Therefore, no single parameter measures or predict independently the effects of a given
crude oil on foam made with a given surfactant.
When oil is present, the conditions for stable foam are still unknown, and also whether foam-flow
behavior at steady-state still shows these two flow regimes, and how to describe the effect of oil on
foam in models. Hence, there develops a need to study the behavior of oil in two foam-flow regimes.
2.2.1 Current Models for the effects of oil on foam
Presently, there are various foam models available which can be categorized in two types: the
population balance models and the local equilibrium models. Population balance models describe the
dynamic creation and the destruction of lamellae; the local equilibrium models characterize the mobility
5

of gas trapped in the foam with some factors reflecting surfactant concentration, water saturation, oil
saturation, oil composition, capillary number, and salinity. Although, these models have been proposed
for twenty years or more, the effect of various oil-related parameters hasn’t been investigated
systematically yet. Additionally, it is still in doubt whether these models represent the effect of oil on
foam flow behavior correctly owing to lack of further laboratory tests. The effect of oil on foam is
usually linked to wettability of rock. If surfactant adsorption and wettability alteration in the oil-wet
porous media take place instantly, which indicates foam is formed instantly everywhere surfactant
concentration is sufficient as in water-wet porous media, there is no need to change current foam
models. Otherwise, the foam models must be modified to characterize the effect of wettability on foam.
This makes the study even more complicated, since sometimes the wettability of rock is mixed and
determining the wettability of every segment of rock is physically and economically challenging
(Farajzadeh, 2012).
The most widely used model for the effect of oil on foam is the Computer Modelling Group’s
STARSTM simulator, nearly 20 years old. However, there has been no systematic study of how its
parameters affect the predicted foam performance. Therefore, one would like to explore the effect of
oil on foam starting with a thorough examination of its effect on the two foam-flow regimes implied by
the STARSTM model. We would study the two foam options under the STARSTM model, namely the Wet
Foam Model and the Dry-Out Foam Model. The basic difference between the two is that the former
model has a fixed limiting water saturation sfdry and the latter has a changing limiting water saturation,
also depending on oil saturation.
The gradation of these models is based on Corey correlations (Power law) which is based on
two phase systems. Therefore, the assumption of this model is dependent on the relative permeability
of certain phase related to its phase saturation only. When oil is introduced, it gets complicated as the
three-phases get interlinked. It is yet important to study the STARSTM model based on realistic relative
permeability functions. With the use of Stone’s Model II (Stone, 1973), we can measure the relative
permeabilities and in turn the saturations of the three-phases to a higher degree of accuracy as compared
to Corey.

Figure 5 Corey (Left) vs. Stones (Right) Saturation for Relperm Determination

2.3 Incorporation of Stone’s Model II in STARS Foam Simulator
Channel flow theory entails three phase in a system, therefore, the permeability for the intermediatewetting phase is not only a function of its saturation but also dependent on the saturations of the other
two phases. With the help of Stone’s Model II, we generate these three phased saturations to compare
to Corey and then incorporate it into the STARSTM foam models (both Wet & Dry-out). Comparing the
results between simulation (Corey vs. Stone – Wet-foam and Dry-out) and later on with experiments
(as a part of ongoing PhD study at TU Delft) could give an indication of the feasibility of current foam
models, which can then be refined and improved.
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3
MODEL & METHODOLOGY
3.1 Main Scenarios
Based on the research objectives of this project, the main scenarios for exploring the effect of oil on
foam are different cases where in the oil saturation and oil and water superficial velocities are taken as
a function of p. The p contours are then plotted as a function of gas and water superficial velocities.
The scenarios as suggested in the experimental study of Shen and Rossen are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Two foam-flow regimes without oil.
Two foam-flow regimes with fixed oil saturation (So).
Two foam-flow regimes with fixed oil superficial velocity (Uo).
Two foam-flow regimes with fixed oil to water ratio (Uo/Uw).

At a later stage (i.e., in a PhD project), experiments will be conducted to study the effect of oil on
foam. Physically, it is possible to set up experiments for above mentioned cases 1, 3 and 4. However, it
practically impossible to maintain a fixed saturation (Case 2). We still want to study the cases with fixed
So to better understand the complexities involved with foam. A general outline of step by step
calculation for above cases is given below:

Figure 6 Schematic representation of Calculating Uw and Ug. See text below for details of how each step is conducted.
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Steps for calculating oil, water and gas superficial velocities at fixed So, fixed Uo and fixed Uo/Uw:
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 1. 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑤 (Preferably above connate water saturation)

(3.1)

𝑛𝑤

Sw−Swc

𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 2. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑘𝑟𝑤 = 𝑘𝑟𝑤 0 (1−Swc−Sor)

(3.2)

𝑘𝑟𝑤 0 ∗𝐾∗∇𝑃
)
𝜇𝑤

𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 3. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑈𝑤 = (

(3.3)

𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 4. 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑜 or Set Uo or Set Uo/Uw (𝑓𝑖𝑥)

(3.4)

𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 5. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑘𝑟𝑜 (𝐷𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑦) =

Uo∗μo
k∗∆P

𝑘𝑟𝑜 0 ∗𝐾∗∇𝑃
)
𝜇𝑜

𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 6. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑈𝑜 = (

(Darcy’s Law)

(use when 𝑆𝑜 is fixed)

1−Sw−So−Sgr 𝑛𝑔
)
1−Sgr−Sor

(3.5)
(3.6)

𝑂
0
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 7. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑘𝑟𝑔
= 𝑘𝑟𝑔
(

(3.7)

𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 8. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐹𝑀 (𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑤𝑒𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑎𝑚 𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑟𝑦 − 𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑎𝑚)

(3.8)

𝑓

𝑂
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 7. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑘𝑟𝑔 = 𝑘𝑟𝑔
∗ 𝐹𝑀
𝑘𝑟𝑔 𝑓 ∗𝐾∗∇𝑃

𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 9. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑈𝑔 = (

𝜇𝑔

(3.9)

)

(3.10)

3.2 STARSTM Wet-foam model
With the use of this model, the gas relative permeability is modified for the effect of foam by a
multiplication factor called as FM (3.12). In other words, it is the reciprocal of Mobility Reduction
Factor (MRF) in equation A.1 (appendix).

k rg  k rg ( S w , S o )  FM
f

o

(3.11)

where k0rg is the relative permeability without foam present (formulas given in Appendix A).
1

𝐹𝑀 = (1+fmmob F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6)

(3.12)

Equation 3.2 considers the functions reflecting the effects on foam stability on surfactant concentration,
water saturation, oil saturation, capillary number, oil composition, and salinity. Only the functions for
the effects of water saturation F2 (Equation 3.13) and oil saturation F3 (Equation 3.14) are considered
in this study investigating the effect of oil-related parameters (
Table 1).

F 2  0.5 

arctan[epdry( sw  fmdry)]

F3  (



fmoil  so epoil
)
fmoil  floil
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(3.13)
(3.14)

Table 1 Oil effecting parameters (Wet Foam)

Parameter
epdry
F2
F3
floil

fmdry
fmmob
fmoil

Explanation
Allowed Range
The greater this parameter the more abrupt the fall of the fw (Sw)
curve; meaning a sharper, yet still continuous, transition between
0 to 50000
the two regimes (strong foam and foam collapse).
Controls the rise of gas mobility by taking into account the effect
N/A
of water saturation.
Function describing the stability of the lamellae in the presence
N/A
of oil.
Lower oil saturation (volume fraction) below which oil has no
0 to 1
effect.
Water saturations around which weak foam collapses. When the
transition between the regimes is abrupt (large value for epdry),
0 to 1
fmdry is the critical water saturation, Sw*, at which foam
collapses.
Reference mobility reduction factor
0 to 100000
Critical oil saturation (volume fraction), above which foam is
0 to 1
completely destroyed.

3.3 STARSTM Dry-Out model
In the dry-out model, the limiting water saturation fmdry (Equation 3.15) (renamed SF in this model) is
not constant as in the wet-foam model; it depends on other factors, such as oil saturation (STARSTM
user’s guide, 2009). Figure 7 illustrates how oil saturation and limiting water saturation depend on each
other in this model. For oil saturations below sloil, sfdry is constant; oil has no effect on foam. For oil
saturations above a limiting value sfoil, sfdry =1 (i.e., no foam at any water saturation). For oil
saturations in between sloil and sfoil, foam mobility is a nonlinear function of oil saturation, with
exponent efoil. Hence, oil has a detrimental effect on foam in this region.

Figure 7 Limiting water saturation vs. So (dependency curve)

SF  max( G1, G 2, G3, G 4)
G2  (

( S o  Sloil )
)^ efoil
( Sfoil  Sloil )

(for Sloil<So<Sfoil)

(3.15)

The equations for FM (3.16) and associated oil related parameters (3.17) are given below.
Table 2 consists of all the parameters we need for our model. F7 replaces F3 and F2 in the previous
model. Also, if So<Sloil (G<0), SF becomes sfdry and if So>Sfoil (G>0), F7 becomes zero resulting
FM=1.
9

FM 

F 7  0.5 

1
1  fmmob  F 7

(3.16)

arctan[ sfbet ( s w  SF )]

(3.17)



Table 2 Oil effecting parameters (Dry-Out Foam)

Parameter Explanation

Allowed Range

sfbet
F7

Reference dry-out slope used in dimensionless foam dry-out calculation.
The factor rescales the basic foam interpolation over a limited oil
saturation range.

1 to 5
N/A

sloil

Lower oil saturation value used in dimensionless foam dry-out
calculation. Below this, oil has no effect.
Water saturations around weak foam collapses. When the transition
between the regimes is abrupt (large value for sfdry), epdry is the critical
water saturation, Sw*, at which foam collapses.

0 to 1

Reference mobility reduction factor
Critical oil saturation (volume fraction), above which foam is completely
destroyed.

0 to 100000
0 to 1

sfdry

fmmob
sfoil

0 to 1

3.4 Stone’s Model
Based on channel-flow theory, the wetting phase tends to occupy smaller pore spaces, while the nonwetting phase takes larger pores, with intermediate-wetting phase in the intermediate pore spaces. The
relative permeability for wetting phase and non-wetting phase is each still a function only of its own
saturation. We assume water, gas and oil are wetting, non-wetting and intermediate-wetting
respectively. For the intermediate-wetting phase, even for the same oil saturation, when gas or water
saturation changes, the pore sizes occupied by oil changes, indicating a different oil relative
permeability should come into play. Normalized Stone’s oil relative permeability is given in equation
3.26. An extensive explanation of how we incorporate Stone’s relative permeability function into the
model is given below:
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 1. 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑈w (Take these from previous Corey’s result)

(3.18)

1

𝑈𝑤∗𝜇𝑤 (𝑛𝑤)
)
𝑘∗∆𝑃

𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 2. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑆𝑤 = [(

∗ (1 − 𝑆𝑤𝑐 − 𝑆𝑜𝑟 − 𝑆𝑔𝑟 )] + 𝑆𝑤𝑐

𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 3. Set Uo/Uw Ratio or Set Uo
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 4. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑘𝑟𝑜 (𝐷𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑦) =

(3.19)
(3.20)

Uo∗μo
k∗∆P

(Darcy’s Law)

1−Sw−Sor 𝑛𝑜

𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 5. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑤 = 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑤 0 (1−Swc−Sor)
Sw−Swc

(3.21)
(3.22)

𝑛𝑤

𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 6. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑘𝑟𝑤 = 𝑘𝑟𝑤 0 (1−Swc−Sor)

(3.23)

Step 7. Input Value of So from 0-1 in equation 3.16 (in variance of 0.0001) using excel solver.
Step 8. Index Match the solution from Step 7 with kro (Darcy) which we calculated in Step 4.
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Step 9. Select the relative So value from Step 8 which was input in Step 7.
(Sw+So)−Sor 𝑛𝑜
)
1−Sgr−Sor

𝑂
0
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 7. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑔
= 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑔
(

(3.24)

1−Sw−So−Sgr 𝑛𝑔
)
1−Sgr−Sor

𝑂
0
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 8. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑘𝑟𝑔
= 𝑘𝑟𝑔
(

(3.25)

𝑂
𝑂
𝑂
𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 9. 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐾𝑟𝑜 = (𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑤 + 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖 ∗ 𝑘𝑟𝑤 ) ∗ (𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑔
+ 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖 *𝑘𝑟𝑔
) – 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖 (𝑘𝑟𝑤 + 𝑘𝑟𝑔
) (3.26)

𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑝 10. 𝑃𝑙𝑢𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑒 − 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑜 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑅𝑆 𝑓𝑜𝑎𝑚 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

3.5 Local Equilibrium Model – Reservoir Grid (Saturations)
The porous medium is divided into N grid cells. To calculate the saturation in the adjacent grid cells
and also at the next time, the saturation formula is:
∆𝑡 𝑈

𝑡+∆𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑆𝑔,𝑖
= 𝑆𝑔,𝑖
+ 𝜑∗ ∆𝑥𝑡 (𝑓𝑔,𝑖−1
− 𝑓𝑔,𝑖
)

where,
𝑡+∆𝑡
𝑆𝑔,𝑖
= Saturation of phase at next time-step at grid cell i
𝑡
𝑆𝑔,𝑖
= Saturation of phase at current time-step at grid cell i

∆𝑡 = Value of time-step (seconds)
𝑈𝑡 = Total superficial velocity
𝜑 = Porosity
∆𝑥 = Length of grid cell (meter)
𝑡
𝑓𝑔,𝑖−1
= Fractional flow of phase at i-1 grid cell at current time-step
𝑡
𝑓𝑔,𝑖
= Fractional flow of phase at i grid cell at current time-step
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(3.26)
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4
RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
A base case without oil is taken as a benchmark/reference to correlate with the results. All the results
are cross compared, i.e., each segment deals with Corey’s and Stone’s relative permeabilities and their
respective saturation profiles side by side. Furthermore, the comparison between the wet foam option
and dry-out foam option is studied, specifically plotting P contours for the two foam-flow regimes in
2D and 3D. Also, the foam mobility (FM) is studied as a function of the three-phase saturations (both
Corey’s & Stone’s) in wet and dry-out foam options. Various cases with unique and non-unique
behaviors are also shown throughout this chapter. Finally, 1D incompressible simulator is employed to
check the behavior of cases where the steady state corresponding to given injection condition in nonunique. The base model parameters remain fixed throughout any case (Rossen and Boeije, 2013), given
in the table below:
Table 3 Fixed Parameters for STARS Foam Simulator

Fixed Model Parameters
Swr
0.20
Krw
0.20
fmmob
54000

Sor
Sgr
0.10
0.20
Kro
Krg
0.50
0.94
fmdry epdry
0.316 20000

µo (cP)
5.00
nw
4.20
sfdry
0.316

µw (cP)
0.70
no
1.30
sfbet
6000

µg (cP)
0.02
ng
2.00
K (Darcy)
1.30

4.1 STARSTM Wet Foam Model
4.1.1 Fixed So
Introducing oil complicates the behavior in the two foam-flow regimes but does not completely change
the high-quality and low-quality regimes. Figure 8 (A-D) shows the variations in various oil parameters.
The higher limiting oil saturation is a limiting foam parameter, above which the foam would collapse,
i.e., if the oil saturation lies above the fmoil, it will not yield any foam as the oil saturation would
dominate over limiting water saturation necessary to generate foam. It is therefore, not discussed here.
However, a case is given in Appendix for illustration. Fixed So means that for each p contour the
relative oil permeability, oil velocity and F3 (Oil related parameter) would remain constant throughout
the calculations. It also explains why in practical applications, it is generally difficult to monitor
apparatus at fixed oil saturation with fixed relative permeabilities, oil velocity and F3. The oil
superficial velocity, Uw, will increase with each incrementing pressure-gradient contour. The saturation
of oil we set for our case is 0.2
The changes in fmoil can be seen in Figure 8 (A and B), where-in a decrease in fmoil from 1 to
0.57 (with other parameter values same) will shift the pressure-gradient contours in the low-quality
regime (horizontal contours) upwards. Thus the foam is weakened as the gas mobility increases with
smaller values of fmoil. Reduction in fmoil narrows down the foam sustainability region (explained later
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in this chapter with respect to FM as a function on So, Sg, Sw). At fmoil =0.21 (given in appendix B.1
Fixed So), the gas superficial velocities (Ug) shoots up compared to the relatively stagnant superficial
water velocities depicting a sharp increment in gas mobility resulting in a weakened foam. As the value
of fmoil approaches So the two foam flow regime would start to collapse. If the value of fmoil is lower
than oil saturation So, there would be no foam present.
The lower limiting oil saturation (floil) when increased from 0.1 to 0.25 is shown in Figure 8
(A and C). This lowers the horizontal contours of the low-quality regime, thus the foam gets stronger
(as the mobility decreases). That is, increasing the lower limiting oil saturation decreases the detrimental
effect of oil on foam; below floil, the oil has no effect on foam and at higher floil the foam resilience
become stronger.
In Figure 8 (A and D), epoil is raised from 3 to 5, shifting the pressure-gradient contours in the
low-quality regime upwards, i.e., the foam gets weaker (as the gas mobility increases). When epoil is
reduced to 1 (Appendix B.1 Fixed So), the foam gets stronger as the pressure-gradient contours are
lowered down in the low-quality regime.

Figure 8 Wet-foam model in the presence of oil: fixed oil saturation.

4.1.2 Fixed Uo
In lab experiments, it is easier to set fixed Uo instead of So (previous case). As mentioned in the
calculation steps (Chapter 3), the Uo is fixed and gives a single So for an entire pressure-gradient contour
(using Darcy’s law). This implies a single oil relative permeability. However, the So value changes for
each pressure-gradient contour. In this case, we set Uo=5 ft/day. The higher the pressure-gradient, the
lower will be the So. For this case, with all the base parameters constant, So at Sw=0.2 is 0.187, 0.171,
0.16, 0.153, 0.15, 0.148 for p=200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700 psi/ft respectively. This shows that with
higher p the oil does not affect foam stability as the oil saturation already reduces with higher pressure
gradient. At fmoil=1, the horizon of foam application (in terms of oil, water and gas saturations) is
maximum. Figure 9 A, shows the base case with fmoil=1, floil=0.1 and epoil=3.
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Lowering fmoil from 1 to 0.42, keeping other parameters the same (Figure 9 A and B), we see
an upward shift in horizontal contours and no effect on vertical contours. The upward shift in horizontal
pressure-gradient contours means that the foam has weakened, as the gas mobility increases. At
fmoil=0.19, the p=200 psi/ft contour shoots up the values of Ug to approx. 2340 ft/day at only Uw=1
ft/day (given in appendix B.2 Fixed Uo). This explains that oil will kill foam if at p=200 psi/ft, fmoil
becomes 0.19. This condition is true for all the pressure-gradients when fmoil ≤ So.
Increasing floil from 0.1 to 0.25 (Figure 9 A and C) results in stronger foam as the horizontal
contour lines shift downwards in low-quality regime and the pressure-gradient will increase. On further
increasing floil, Uw shoots down to extremely low gas velocities (given in appendix B.2 Fixed Uo). At
this stage, oil has negligible effect on foam sustainability.

Figure 9 Wet-foam model in the presence of oil: fixed oil superficial velocity.

Increasing epoil from 3 to 5 in Figure 9 (A and D), shifts the horizontal contours downwards in the lowquality regime, weakening the foam and vice versa.
4.1.3 Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio
Fixing a ratio Uo/Uw enables us to study Uo as a function of Uw. Hence, the So in each pressure-gradient
contour will change with the change in Sw, dependent on water injection rate (or Uw). The oil saturation
will increase with the increase water saturation. The ratio between Uo and Uw determines the dominion
foam strength in low-quality regime. For increasing fmoil, floil and decreasing epoil, the oil dependent
function F3 increases. Thus, gas mobility is reduced more when F3 increases; implying a stronger foam
in low-quality regime. The saturation combinations; So, Sg and Sw will remain constant for all p
contours (they will fluctuate within each range but will remain same for the corresponding pressure
gradient contour). The results for Uw, Uo, Ug (and the fractional flows) will only differ due to pressure
variation between each contour. We set a Uw/Uo ratio of 25.
Fmoil when lowered from 1 to 0.3 in Figure 10 (A and B) keeping floil=0.1 and epoil=3, shifts
the horizontal pressure-gradient contours upwards in the low-quality regime, indicating the detrimental
effect of oil on foam as the pressure gradients decrease (as mobility increases). The result in this case
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is comparable to the previous cases where reduced fmoil value impacted foam strength greatly. Thus,
the effect of oil on foam (in terms of fmoil) is relatively less in this case.

Figure 10 Wet-foam model in the presence of oil: fixed Uo/Uw Ratio.

Epoil drastically weakens the foam when increased from 3 to 5 (Figure 10 A and D) as the
horizontal pressure-gradient contours shifts upwards in the low-quality regime (increased mobility).
Increasing floil from 0.1 to 0.25 (Figure 10 A and C) shifts the horizontal contours downwards in the
low-quality regime making the foam stronger and tolerant to detrimental effect of oil. Increasing floil
closer to fmoil will result in higher Uw at extremely low Ug or in other words collapsing high quality
regime (Appendix B3. Fixed Uo/Uw).

4.2 STARSTM Dry-Out Foam Model
4.2.1 Fixed So
With the changing limiting water saturation in dry-out model, the behavior of foam strength changes
and so does the foam stability. The parameters for dry-out foam model are already explained in Chapter
3. At sfoil=1, sloil=0.1 and efoil=3, the transition between the high-quality and low-quality regime is
gradual, depicting the water saturation (Sw) values in transition close to sfdry. When sfoil is decreased
from 1 to 0.4 in Figure 11 (A and B), the vertical pressure-gradient contour lines shifts from left to right,
making the foam unstable. At this stage, it is the foam stability that comes in question; foam may
collapse at a different water saturation. The sharpness in transition (or the change in the intersection
points of the high-quality and the low-quality regime) from high-quality to low-quality regime increases
with the decrease in sfoil. More sharper the boundary, more weakened the foam becomes. Unlike wet
foam model (which impacts the horizontal pressure gradient contours in low-quality regime), dry out
model only impacts on the vertical pressure-gradient (high-quality regime) contours.
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Figure 11 Dry-out foam model in the presence of oil: fixed oil saturation

Further decrement in the values sfoil narrows down foam application region (which is later explained
in terms of FM as a function of three-phase saturations). At sfoil 0.25 (Figure 11 B) closing to So, the
water superficial velocities (Uw) shoots up compared to stagnant oil superficial velocities (Ug), implying
that the foam would either collapse or be unstable at very high Uw.
Sloil when increased from 0.1 to 0.2 (Figure 11 A and C) sharpens the transition zone (i.e.
strengthens foam; however foam stability is still dependent on water saturations). The foam is not
affected by sloil when it is more than So. In Figure 11 (A and D), efoil is lowered from 3 to 2, which
increases the vertical pressure-gradients contours from left to right, destabilizing the foam. Unlike the
wet foam model, it can be said that efoil when lowered, would kill foam. The higher the value of efoil,
more stable the foam would be. This is due to the F7 parameter where-in a changing limiting water
saturation (sfdry) is taken into account, but it is also dependent on oil saturation which tends to play a
detrimental effect on foam stability.
4.2.2 Fixed Uo
Similar to the wet foam model (fixed oil superficial velocity), we set Uo at 5 ft/day. It gives a single
value of oil saturation (So) throughout an entire pressure-gradient contour. The oil relative
permeabilities remain constant for each pressure-gradient contour but changes as the p contour
change. The So values changes for each pressure gradient contour and lowers down with the increase in
p. For p= 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700 psi/ft, the values of So=0.187, 0.171, 0.16, 0.155, 0.15, 0.146
respectively. Sfoil=1 gives the maximum region in which foam can sustain. The base case is Figure 12
A, with sfoil=1, sloil=0.1, efoil=3.
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Figure 12 Dry-out foam model in the presence of oil: fixed oil superficial velocity.

Lowering the sfoil from 1 to 0.4 and keeping the other parameters same (Figure 12 A and B), the vertical
contours shifts from left to right making the foam weaker and unstable (with high Uw at lower Ug).
There is no effect on the horizontal pressure-gradient contours. Further lowering the sfoil will distort
the system, i.e., the Uw starts jumping abruptly for small values of Ug.
Sloil has minimal effect on foam stability and is only effective till the highest value of 0.15. Decreasing
sloil from 0.1 to 0.05 in Figure 12 (A and C); the vertical pressure gradient contour shifts from left to
right making the foam weaker/unstable. Effect of oil on higher values of Sloil is nil. Decreasing Efoil
from 3 to 2 in Figure 12 (A and D), destabilizes foam and weakens it. Higher values of efoil will result
in stable foam.
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4.2.3 Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio

Figure 13 Dry-out Foam model in the presence of oil: fixed Uo/Uw Ratio

The oil saturations in each pressure gradient changes with the change in the water saturations. We set a
Uo/Uw ratio of 1/25. The saturation So, Sw, Sg will remain constant for all p contours (only the fractional
flow would change due to different pressure gradient). When sfoil is reduced from 1 to 0.144 in Figure
13 (A and B), an unexpected behavior is witnessed. The pressure-gradient contours shift from vertical
in the high-quality regime to horizontal in the low-quality regime, and then switch back to vertical at
higher Uw. The high-quality regime returns with an increase of Uw. In the high-quality regime (in left),
limiting water saturation sfdry is equal to water saturation Sw. With the increase of Uw, which also
indicates a rise in water saturation based on Darcy’s law, causes the two-foam flow regimes to switch
from high-quality to low-quality regime. Since Uo is directly proportional to that of oil saturation, the
oil saturation also increases with the increasing Uw in the low-quality regime. This causes the limiting
water saturation sfdry to increase (Figure 13 B). Over some range of water superficial velocity in the
low-quality regime, the increase in water saturation is greater than that of sfdry caused by increasing oil
saturation. However, at some point, sfdry catches up to Sw again, giving a switch from low-quality
regime to high-quality regime. With a continuous increase of water superficial velocity, the limiting
water saturation will be larger than water saturation, and therefore no foam will exist as shown on the
right side of each pressure-gradient contour. The intersection of contour lines raises a question about
non unique results. If the contours cross, then they must cross in other representations as well, be it at
impractical Uw and Uo.
Increasing Sloil does not affect the foam stability. Lowering sloil to 0 (in Figure 13 C) is taken for
understanding that foam will weaken at low sloil, shifting a segment of the vertical contours from left
to right. Increasing the efoil stabilizes and decreasing it will destabilize the foam (Figure 13 A to D).
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4.3 Incorporation of Stone’s Model into STARS foam model
Stone’s relative permeability function involves the three-phase saturation unlike Corey’s permeability
function (Power Law) which is deemed suitable for two-phase system. The results for Stone’s calculated
oil relative permeability are given below (Figure 14), compared with Corey’s relative permeabilities
plotted against oil saturation. Our earlier results were based on Corey’s relative permeability functions
only. Therefore, this section deals with the difference in Stone’s and Corey’s results by incorporating
in STARSTM foam simulator. We notice a wide range of saturations in Stone’s results, compared to
Corey’s.

Oil Relative Permeability (Kro)

Corey vs Stone - Oil Relative Permeability - Fixed Uo/Uw
Ratio
0.25
0.2
0.15
Corey

0.1

Stone

0.05
0
0

0.1

-0.05

0.2

0.3

0.4

Oil Saturation (So)

Figure 14 Comparison of Corey and Stones Oil Relative Permeabilities with saturation (Fixed Uw/Uo ratio)

Comparing Figure 15 and Figure 16, we can see the variation and error in our previous models for wet
and dry-out foam for fixed Uw/Uo ratio. Stone’s model is widely accepted model for its accuracy in three
phase systems. Hence, we would like to examine it by incorporating Stone’s associated saturations in
STARSTM wet and dry-out foam model.
Ternary diagram - Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio
(Stone's Oil Relative Permeability)
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Figure 15 Ternary diagram showing Stone’s saturation profile for pressure gradient at 200 psi/ft for fixed U w/Uo ratio.
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Ternary diagram - Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio
(Corey Oil Relative Permeability)
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Figure 16 Ternary diagram showing Corey’s saturation profile for pressure gradient at 200 psi/ft for fixed Uw/Uo ratio

In the case with fixed superficial oil velocity, Stone’s saturation profile is variable at fixed relative oil
permeabilities. The gas saturations are changing in such a trend that oil relative permeabilities remain
constant but the oil saturation keeps changing. Figure 17 shows the above mentioned statement.

Corey vs. Stone Oil Relative Permeability - Fixed Uo
Oil Relative Permeability (Kro)

0.016
0.014
0.012
0.01
0.008

Stone

0.006

Corey

0.004
0.002
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Oil Saturation (So)
Figure 17 Comparison of Corey and Stones Oil Relative Permeabilities with saturation (Fixed Uo)

Figure 18 and Figure 19 shows the variation and error in previous model for wet and dry-out foam at
fixed Uo. In Corey’s calculations, the oil saturation determined was fixed at So=0.19. In Stone’s
calculation, there exist a long range of oil saturations present for the same oil relative permeability.
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Ternary diagram - Fixed Uo
(Stone Oil Relative Permeability)
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Figure 18 Ternary diagram showing Stone’s saturation profile for pressure gradient at 200 psi/ft for fixed Uo

Ternary diagram - Fixed Uo
(Corey Oil Relative Permeability)
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Figure 19 Ternary diagram showing Corey’s saturation profile for pressure gradient at 200 psi/ft for fixed Uo

4.3.1 STARSTM Wet Foam Model – Fixed Uo (Stone’s Relative permeabilities)
Introducing Stone’s mode, into STARSTM generate two foam flow-regime plots. The behavior of the two
foam flow-regimes in comparison with Corey’s is visibly different. We set the same Uo at 5 ft/day (as
previous case with Corey). The oil superficial velocity is fixed for each pressure gradient. Unlike Corey,
So is not be constant along the pressure-gradient contour. Also, the higher the pressure gradient, the
lower is the value of So. The saturations compared with the Corey wet-foam model for fixed Uo are
significantly higher in this case; at p =200 psi/ft, oil saturation starts at So=0.39, 0.386, 0.383, 0.391,
0.38, 0.379. The So variance between each p contour is very little, in contrast with Corey’s saturations
using Corey’s relative permeabilities (previous cases).
We generate two foam flow regime at similar oil effecting parameter values. However, the
behavior is relatively extreme in Stone’s model compared to Corey’s wet foam fixed Uo (Figure 9).
Base case with fmoil=1, floil=0.1 and epoil=3 when compared to Corey’s model gives a stronger foam.
The horizontal contour’s pressure-gradients are lower in this case (Figure 20) signifying that the foam
is much stable (and stronger) with associated Stone’s saturations. The effect on higher pressure
gradients is more as compared to lower p. Therefore, it can be deduced that higher p will have a
stronger foam (Corey vs Stone). When fmoil is reduced from 1 to 0.56 in Figure 20 A to B (and in Corey
wet-foam fixed Uo from 1 to .42 in Figure 9), we see a sharp upward shift in horizontal pressure-gradient
contours in low-quality regime, indicating the adverse effect of fmoil in this model. Reducing fmoil will
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tend to kill foam, faster as compared to previous Corey wet foam fixed Uo case. Foam would be
destroyed after fmoil goes below 0.4 (which in previous case was 0.2).

Figure 20 Wet-foam model in the presence of oil: fixed oil superficial velocity (Stone's).

Increasing floil from 0.1 to 0.25 in Figure 20 A and C (Corey 0.1 to 0.2 in Figure 9), leads to a stronger
foam, as the horizontal contours in the low quality regime shift relatively lower as compared to previous
Corey case. Similarly, the Uw values shoots up at extremely low Ug values when floil is increased. Oil
has negligible effect on foam at this stage.
Increasing epoil from 3 to 5 in Figure 20 A and D (in Corey from 3 to 5 in Figure 9) results in shifting
horizontal contours upwards in the low-quality regime, weakening the foam (gas mobility increases)
and vice versa. Compared to Corey, epoil has relatively more detrimental effect on foam in Stone’s
case.
4.3.2 STARSTM Wet Foam Model – Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio (Stone’s Relperm)
We fixed the same ratio of 25/1 (Uw/Uo) as previous cases. At fmoil=1, floil=.1, epoil=3 (Figure 21 A),
this case has stronger foam compared with Corey (Figure 10 A). The effect on higher pressure gradients
is more as compared to lower p, therefore, at higher pressure gradients the foam will have more
tolerance. Reducing fmoil from 1 to 0.6 (Figure 21 A and B), we see a drastic upward shift in horizontal
pressure-gradient contours (increased gas mobility). The effect of fmoil is significant in this case and
reducing fmoil will weaken and eventually kill the foam (when So>=fmoil).
When floil is increased from 0.1 to 0.25 (Figure 21 A and C), the foam gets stronger shifting
the horizontal contours in the low-quality regime downwards (gas mobility decreases). Also, the foam
behaves stronger than as discussed in Corey’s fixed Uw/Uo (wet-foam model). Epoil when increased
from 3 to 5 (Figure 21 A and D) impacts foam stability as the gas mobility increases with the upwards
shift in the horizontal pressure-gradient contour. The exponent power of epoil justifies why foam
destabilizes at the discretion of epoil. More cases with changing epoil are given in appendix (D.2
Stone’s wet foam model with fixed Uw/Uo ratio).
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Figure 21 Wet-foam model in the presence of oil: fixed Uo/Uw Ratio (Stone's).

4.3.3 STARSTM Dry-Out Foam Model – Fixed Uo (Stone’s relative permeabilities)
The base parameter are kept the same with Uo=5 ft/day. Comparing the base case with sfoil=1, sloil=0.1
and efoil=3 (Figure 22 A) with previous case of Corey dry-out foam model with fixed Uo (Figure 12
A), we notice a significant decline in foam strength as the vertical pressure gradient contours shifts
relatively more to the right in comparison with Corey’s case. The effect of higher oil saturations in
Stone’s results lead to a relatively higher detrimental effect of oil on foam.

Figure 22 Dry-out foam model in the presence of oil: fixed oil superficial velocity (Stone's)
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On reducing sfoil from 1 to 0.62 in Figure 22 A and B (in Corey dry-out foam model with fixed Uo from
1 to 0.43 Figure 12), we see an abrupt shift of vertical pressure-gradient contours from left to right
implying that the foam stability has decreased significantly. We also notice that this model is very
sensitive to sfoil. Hence it is arguable that implementing Stone’s relative permeabilities in STARSTM
makes the model much sensitive to oil effecting parameters. The transition between high-quality and
low-quality regimes gets sharper when sfoil is reduced, i.e., the saturations in that particular transition
gets scarce with the decrease in sfoil.
Increasing sloil from 0.1 to 0.2 (Figure 22 A and C) makes the vertical contour shift to the left
indicating that the foam gets more tolerant to oil. Oil has no effect on foam when sloil>So (appendix
E.1 Fixed Uo).
Decreasing efoil from 3 to 2 (Figure 22 A and D), destabilizes the foam. The water velocity
shoots up at extremely low gas velocities. Increasing efoil on the other hand will increase foam strength.
4.3.4 STARSTM Dry-Out Foam Model – Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio (Stone’s Relperm)
Behavior of all the oil related parameters is similar as discussed in the previous cases. With the increase
of sfoil and sloil, the foam gets stable. The oil exponent gives a positive correlation with foam in this
model (Figure 23)

Figure 23 Dry-out foam model in the presence of oil: fixed Uo/Uw Ratio (Stone's).

We investigate any unexpected behavior in this case as discussed in Corey’s (dry-out foam option) fixed
Uo/Uw case (sfoil=0.144, sloil=0.1, efoil= 3). On reducing the sfoil, we notice that the foam collapses at
sfoil =0.16. Upon increasing the upper limiting oil saturation (sfoil) to 0.25, we witness an expected
behavior.
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Figure 24 Dry-out foam model in the presence of oil: fixed Uo/Uw Ratio (Stone's).

In Figure 24 (A) we notice a change from low-quality to high-quality regime similar to case in Corey
dry-out fixed Uo/Uw ratio (Figure 13). The limiting water saturation sfdry becomes higher than Sw at a
certain Uw and so see a change in pressure-gradient contour from low-quality to high-quality regime.
At higher Uw, the Sw catches up with sfdry and therefore, switches back the pressure-gradient vertical
contours to horizontal (from high-quality to low-quality regime again) in Figure 24 (B).

Figure 25 Dry-out foam model in the presence of oil: fixed Uo/Uw ratio (Stone's).

On comparing Figure 25 (A and B), we see a similar trend in A and B. These figures are zoomed out
Stone’s (A) and Corey’s (B) case with fixed Uw/Uo ratio. With the new values of Stone’s oil saturation,
we were able to correlate the unexpected behavior in Corey’s Case with this model. That is, the variation
of oil saturation play an important role in determining the foam sustainability. In Corey’s case, the oil
saturation (So) increased from 0.1 to 0.27 with the increase in Sw (Figure 16). In Stone’s case, the So
decreased from 0.37 to 0.1 with the increase in Sw (Figure 15).
As we know that dry-out foam option only uses oil saturation (and sfdry) to calculate foam mobility
through STARSTM, this function is solely oil dependent and hence water saturation becomes irrelevant
in monitoring foam propagation. Oil saturation profile differs in Corey and Stone’s Relative
permeability function. Hence, it is important to justify which model relates to a more definitive solution.

4.4 FM versus Saturations
The Gas Mobility Reduction Factor (FM) is a factor which reduces the gas relative permeability without
foam (krgo) to the gas relative permeability with foam (krgf). It is used to represent foam strength in the
STARSTM model. Figure 26 shows a plot of negative log10 FM as a function of phase saturations, as a
surface mapping over the ternary diagram. It shows the effects of oil-foam parameters in a different
perspective.
The flat region or the relatively flat plateau in the diagram refers to a state with high foam strength, i.e.,
it corresponds to the low-quality regime where the foam is always stable. However, the strength of foam
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in low-quality regime is dependent on the values of FM. For higher (–log10 FM), the foam in low-quality
regime gets stronger and vice versa.
The abrupt change or sharp transitions (zone of sharp change in –log10 FM), from the flat plateau to
steep cliff corresponds to the high-quality regime. This implies that foam in high-quality region can
either be stable or unstable depending on the degree of steepness of the cliff. From here on, we refer to
plateau (low-quality regime) and cliff (high-quality regime) in further results.
4.4.1 Dry-out Foam (fixed Uo) versus Wet Foam (fixed Uo):
Base Case: The greater the value of (–log10 FM), the stronger is the foam. Base case has sfoil/fmoil=1,
sloil/floil=0.1 and efoil/epoil=3. Figure 26 (A & B) shows the horizon of foam strength in both the case
(dry-out and wet foam). Foam has a stable plateau region in dry-out foam model (Figure 26 A) with
sharp transitions to cliff, but has a limited region of high foam strength, i.e., from foam So=0 to 0.6. As
the oil saturation increases, the foam strength decreases. In Figure 26 B, the gradual slope of the plateau
implies that the foam strength in wet-foam model, is a function of oil and water saturations.

Figure 26 Left (Top (A) and Bottom (C)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Dry-out foam model {sfoil/fmoil=1, floil/sloil=0.1,
efoil/epoil=3}; Right (Top (B) and Bottom (D)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Wet foam model {sfoil/fmoil=1, floil/sloil=0.1,
efoil/epoil=3}

Notice the saturation path of p contours for fixed Uo cases (Corey and Stone) to see the change
in regime (with plateau and cliff) in both the models (Figure 26 C and D). In Figure 26 D, the p
contours for Corey saturations the foam has consistent strength in low-quality regime under the wetfoam and dry-out foam models. The foam stability in dry-out foam model is higher as compared to wetfoam model; the cliff in dry-out foam model has a less steep cliff. For Stone’s saturations, the foam
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collapses for higher oil saturations. In wet foam model, the foam strength weakens in low-quality regime
as the oil saturation increases (the plateau dips down). This is not seen in dry-out foam model (where it
maintains a flat plateau). This case represents the best possible outcome for foam EOR.
Effect of upper oil limiting saturation (fmoil/sfoil):

Figure 27 Left (Top (A) and Bottom (C)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Dry-out foam model {sfoil/fmoil=0.2, floil/sloil=0.1,
efoil/epoil=3}; Right (Top (B) and Bottom (D)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Wet foam model {sfoil/fmoil=0.2,
floil/sloil=0.1, efoil/epoil=3}

On reducing sfoil/fmoil from 1 to 0.2 and keeping other parameters constant, we see in Figure 27 (A
and B) a decline in foam stability. The foam collapses above an oil saturation of 0.2 in both cases. The
foam strength transitions (cliff) are noteworthy on higher values of Sg for dry-out and wet-foam models.
The cliff in dry-out function is only dependent on oil saturation and therefore, the cliff is not steep but
gradual. However, in wet-foam the cliff (the transition from low-quality to high-quality regime) is
dependent on both So and Sw. In dry-out foam model, there is either no or sudden change (plateau to
cliff) in foam strength upon reaching So=fmoil/sfoil, whereas, in wet-foam model the change in foam
strength in both So and Sg directions is gradual. The gradual change in foam strength signifies that wetfoam model suffers more in foam strength in comparison to dry-out foam model (where it maintains a
constant plateau). However, it is noticeable that in wet-foam model the FM value is higher and it means
that though foam strength decreases on increasing the oil saturation, the strength of the foam is still
higher in lower oil saturation ranges in wet-foam model.
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Corey saturations have fixed So and variable Sg, making the foam to withstand the effect of
lower fmoil (Figure 27 C and D). At lower p contours, the foam does not sustain for higher gas
saturations (for Corey). Apparently, Stone’s saturation profile has a wider range (So from 0.1 to 0.37),
the foam will not be present almost entirely. It is deducible that Stone’s saturation profiles are more
suscept to killing foam when fmoil is lower despite any pressure gradient contour it follows. The foam
will only sustain if the oil and gas saturation (So and Sg) values are less than 0.2 and 0.3 respectively.
Therefore, Stone’s results have limited foam application when fmoil/sfoil is reduced.
Effect of lower oil limiting saturation (Sloil/Floil):

Figure 28 Left (Top (A) and Bottom (C)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Dry-out foam model {sfoil/fmoil=1, floil/sloil=0.8,
efoil/epoil=3}; Right (Top (B) and Bottom (D)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Wet foam model {sfoil/fmoil=1, floil/sloil=0.8,
efoil/epoil =3}

Upon increasing the lower oil limiting saturation (sloil/floil) from 0.1 to 0.8 and keeping other
parameters constant, in Figure 28 (A & B), there is an increase in the foam strength (FM values) in wet
foam model and no change in foam strength under dry-out foam model. In other cases too, the change
in foam strength is only in wet foam model and not in dry-out foam model. Hence, the effect of oil
parameters is more adverse in dry-out foam model keeping the foam strength more or less constant. The
apparent extra bulge in the cliff in wet foam model (Figure 28 B) in comparison to a smooth/steep cliff
(Figure 28 A), outlines the difference that foam strength is higher in wet foam models at higher gas
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saturations. The sharp transition to lower foam strengths shows the detrimental effect of oil on foam in
dry-out model upon reaching higher oil or gas saturations.
Following the p contours for Corey saturations, the foam stability is disturbed at higher gas saturations
in both the cases (dry-out and wet foam). Irrelevant of the pressure-gradient (from 200 psi/ft to 700
psi/ft), the foam is able to sustain at lower oil or gas saturations. This is applicable for Stone’s saturation
as well; only at higher oil saturations, the foam strength will reduce but not kill the foam.
Effect of oil exponent (efoil/epoil):
As concluded from earlier sections, the effect of efoil and epoil are different for each foam model, i.e.,
the increment of epoil in wet foam model will result in a weaker foam, whereas, increment of efoil will
make the foam stronger in dry-out foam model. The oil exponent in dry-out foam model determines the
plateau region in context with oil saturation. The oil exponent in the wet-foam model determines the
strength of foam and is responsible for the uniformity of the plateau.
In dry-out foam model (Figure 29 A), the plateau remains constant but the area of foam region increases,
specifically at higher oil saturation (from 0.58 to 0.64). The sharp cliff of foam strength is still
maintained in this model. In wet foam model (Figure 29 B), opposite happens; the foam strength reduces
as the plateau dips down with increasing oil saturation. The foam region (apparently the reduction in
plateau surface area) also reduces as a result of increased effect of oil on foam.
In Figure 29 (C and D), Corey’s saturation profiles for all the p contours has a stable and
strong foam interface in low-quality regime. For Stone’s model, at higher oil and gas saturations, there
will be very weak foam at higher oil and gas saturations.

Figure 29 Left (Top (A) and Bottom (C)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Dry-out foam model {sfoil/fmoil=1, floil/sloil=0.1,
efoil/epoil=5}; Right (Top (B) and Bottom (D)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Wet foam model {sfoil/fmoil=1, floil/sloil=0.1,
efoil/epoil=5}
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4.4.2 Dry-out Foam (fixed Uo/Uw) versus Wet Foam (fixed Uo/Uw):
The FM behavior would be the same in the case of fixed Uo/Uw ratios as discussed in FM Fixed Uo (dryout & wet-foam model) because the FM model is independent of case to case saturations, it is based on
fixed ternary three phased saturations. Only the placement of p contours with respective So, Sg and Sw
will determine the foam strength in a particular case. Hence, we take a look in Figure 30 at the base
case with Stone’s and Corey fixed Uo/Uw ratio saturation profile by setting sfoil/fmoil=1, sloil/floil=0.1
and efoil/epoil=3 (Figure 30). Other cases are provided in appendix section F.

Figure 30 Left (Top (A) and Bottom (C)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Dry-out foam model {sfoil/fmoil=1, floil/sloil=0.1,
efoil/epoil=3}; Right (Top (B) and Bottom (D)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Wet foam model {sfoil/fmoil=1, floil/sloil=0.1,
efoil/epoil=3}

Base Case: Corey’s and Stone’s saturation profile behave differently for fixed Uo/Uw ratios (Figure 30).
The p contours for each pressure gradient will yield same saturations due to fixed ratio (in this case
Uo/Uw=1/25). Corey’s saturation profile would have fairly constant foam strength throughout in lowquality regime both wet foam and dry-out foam model. It can be deduced that very high So and Sg are
not desirable for foam applications.

4.5 EOR Simulations for non-unique results
Case I – Non-unique results from dry-out foam option (fixed Uo/Uw ratio)
As seen in section 4.2.3 (Corey dry-out foam model - fixed Uo/Uw ratio), at sfoil=0.144, sloil=0.1 and
efoil=3, there seems to be a state at which the pressure-gradient contours intersects each other. The
unique behavior of the pressure-gradient contours in the foam model is violated. At the intersection of
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any two pressure-gradient contours, the fractional flow will always be equal, only the saturation differs.
These saturations represent one of the many equilibrium states that nature tends to converge to. Our
intention is to discover that steady-state where all the solutions would converge, i.e., a definitive
equilibrium-state that the nature would pick.

Figure 31 Dry-out foam model in the presence of oil: fixed Uo/Uw Ratio (sfoil=0.144, sloil=0.1, efoil=3)

A simple 1D incompressible forward reservoir simulator is created to check the validity (equilibrium
condition) of the intersection points. The number of grid blocks taken are 100 with unit length and unitsquare cross section area. The simulator accounts for the wet-foam and dry-out foam model parameters.
All the base parameters for wet-foam or dry-out foam options are used as mentioned in Table 3. The
pore volume injected per time step is calculated based on the fractional flow values from Figure 31, at
the intersection of the orange and green contour. A total of 10 pore volumes is injected through each
simulation run. Our objective is to check the state of equilibrium of pressure-gradient contours in Figure
31 (in this case, the intersection of the Orange curve at p=300 psi/ft. and Green curve at p=700 psi/ft.
contour) by injecting it with 10 pore volumes to attain a steady-state. Adding perturbations to the
simulator in terms of saturations by randomly selecting grid blocks and assigning a ±1% change in the
initial So, Sg and Sw from the pressure-gradient contours, destabilizes the reservoir saturations (partially
or fully – based on how unstable the case is). Chapter 3 describes the calculation steps for new
saturations with each pore volume injected as a function of time step. If the initial and final saturations
are not changed, then a definitive equilibrium state is achieved at which all the solutions would converge
despite any saturation combinations. If the initial and final saturations change with the injection, then
three base cases are used to correlate it with:
1. Maximum water saturation with residual oil saturation and zero gas saturation – Max Sw
2. Maximum oil saturation with connate water saturation and zero gas saturation – Max So
3. Maximum gas saturation with connate water saturation and residual oil saturation – Max Sg
For the above three cases, the injection point is taken as the same fractional-flow values from the
intersection point of the pressure-gradient contour. The final saturations for the above three cases should
satisfy the fractional-flow values it was initially injected with. It is checked by reverse calculating the
relative permeabilities, mobility and then calculating the fractional-flow which should be equal to the
injection fractional flow values.
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Figure 32 Max Sw and Max So after 5 pore volume injection

The saturation (Sw) results for the three base-cases are given below after injecting 5 pore volumes at
Uw=10 ft/day, Ug=3 ft/day and Uo=0.4 ft/day. After running the simulations (injecting 5 pore volumes),
we noticed that Max Sw and Max So converge to a steady-state we call as state “X” with all the
saturations same in both cases (Figure 32). The final saturations are Sw=0.48, So=0.12 and Sg=0.4. We
verify the stability of state “X” by taking the saturation results; plugging as input to the simulator. The
initialized reservoir-saturation values with added perturbations to some of the grid blocks disturbs the
system. The reservoir is injected with the same fractional flow values until it reaches a steady state after
approximately 9 pore volumes. The final saturation does not change, implying that the state of (partial)
equilibrium has reached (Figure 33). However, at some of the grid blocks, the Sw reduces from 0.48 to
0.4 (So=0.12, Sg=0.48). Therefore, state “X” is not entirely stable. An example of a horse saddle can be
taken as reference to understand this; If the phase space is one-dimensional, one of the equilibrium
points is unstable (the saddle), while the other is stable (the node). In this case, the point is somewhere
between the saddle and the node but more close to either one and therefore, we see slight bumps in the
saturations that corresponds to the state of equilibrium in another saturation dimension.
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Figure 33 Case "X" after 9 pore volume injected in the reservoir with added perturbations

Similarly, for Max Sg, the saturation profile (Figure 34) would be different from that of Max So or Max
Sw. The final saturations are Sw=0.4, So=0.12.10and Sg=0.52. Reverse calculating for the fractional
flows, the saturations satisfy for the fractional flow in the excel sheet calculations initially used to
compute the superficial velocities to plot pressure-gradient contours. Hence, this is another condition
that corresponds to injection fractional flow.

Figure 34 Max Sg after 7 pore volume injection
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Orange Curve:
From Figure 31, the orange curve with Uw=10 ft/day, Ug=3 ft/day and Uo=0.4 ft/day and saturations
Sw=0.35, So=0.113.10and Sg=0.537 (taken from excel-sheet calculations). Initializing and applying
perturbations to the reservoir at these saturations add instability to the equilibrium as soon injection
start at grid cell 1. Plotting the growth in perturbations at various time steps helps determine which
steady-state the system is approaching towards. The plot for water saturation with the distance, at
different pore volume injected is given below (Figure 35). The final result is at a constant saturation; as
the saturation profile stays constant after 10 pore volumes injected in the system. We see that the orange
curve is unstable and converges to two possible equilibrium conditions. These two equilibrium
conditions are the cases already discussed above – State “X” (Max Sw or Max So) and Max Sg. The first
half (approximately) of the reservoir converges to Max Sg and the other half converges to Max Sw/Max
So with alternating back to first state in some of the grid blocks. The saturation profile seems stagnant
but cannot be justified as stable.

Figure 35 Water saturation profile for Orange curve at Uw=10 ft/day, Ug=3 ft/day and Uo=0.4 ft/day

Green Curve:
From Figure 31, the green curve with Uw=10 ft/day, Ug=3 ft/day and Uo=0.4 ft/day and saturations
Sw=0.39, So=0.12 and Sg=0.49 (taken from excel-sheet calculations). The water saturation with distance
chart, at different pore volume injected is given below (Figure 36). After injecting the reservoir with 10
pore volumes, the saturation profiles does not change, however, it cannot be justified as stable. Similar
to the orange curve, the saturations converge into two states, mainly into Max Sg but at some grid blocks
alternate back to state “X”.
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Figure 36 Water saturation profile for Green curve at Uw=10 ft/day, Ug=3 ft/day and Uo=0.4 ft/day

This alternating behavior of saturations in both the curves may be a numerical error, not accounting for
diffusion in the simulator. A similar numerical glitch with trends of alternating grid block solutions is
discussed in the work of Nell (2014) where adding the diffusion co-efficient mitigated the anomaly of
alternating grid block solution. The scope of this thesis does not cover the extension to include diffusion
co-efficient but it is a possible reason as to why our results show an alternating grid block saturation
change.
We discussed three cases, namely – “X”, orange curve and the green curve and found that there are two
final state the nature would converge to (“X” and Max Sg). However, at this stage it is not possible to
quantify as to which state has a more probable outcome under dry-out foam option but the Max Sg is
stable whereas “X” is not unconditionally stable.
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Case II – Non-unique results from wet-foam option (fixed Uo/Uw ratio) (from Appendix B.3)

Wet foam - Fixed Uw/Uo
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Figure 37 Wet foam model in the presence of oil: fixed Uo/Uw Ratio (fmoil=0.15, floil=0.1, epoil=3)

Blue Curve:
From Figure 37, the blue curve with Uw=15 ft/day, Ug=9 ft/day and Uo=0.6 ft/day and saturations
Sw=0.41, So=0.129 and Sg=0.461. Initializing and applying perturbations to the reservoir at these
saturations add instability to the equilibrium. The water saturation with distance chart, at different pore
volume injected is given below (Figure 38). The final result is at equilibrium as the saturation profile
stays constant after 10 pore volumes injected in the system. The blue curve is stable and converges to a
new set of saturations (Sw=0.36, So=0.12 and Sg=0.52).

Figure 38 Water saturation profile for Orange curve at Uw=15 ft/day, Ug=9 ft/day and Uo=0.6 ft/day
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Green Curve:
From Figure 37, the green curve with Uw=15 ft/day, Ug=9 ft/day and Uo=0.6 ft/day and saturations
Sw=0.362, So=0.116 and Sg=0.522. Initializing and applying perturbations to the reservoir at these
saturations add instability to the equilibrium. The water saturation with distance chart, at different pore
volume injected is given below (Figure 39). The final result is at equilibrium as the saturation profile
stays constant after 10 pore volumes injected in the system. The green curve stays exactly in its original
state with all the saturations approximately the same (Sw=0.36, So=0.12 and Sg=0.52).

Figure 39 Water saturation profile for Green curve at Uw=15 ft/day, Ug=9 ft/day and Uo=0.6 ft/day

Comparing both the curves, it can be deduced that there exists a final state of equilibrium the nature
would tend to converge to. The green curve represent such steady-state and gives a stable solution for
the fractional flow values. Each saturation combination under that particular fractional flow values
would tend to converge to green curve.
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5
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
















The two foam flow-regime can be demonstrated using STARSTM parameters with oil in the system
for both wet and dry-out foam option.
The oil related parameters in wet-foam model only affect the low-quality regime and cause no
change in the high-quality regime implying that the critical water saturation determining the flow
behaviour in of foam in high-quality regime is constant under this model in the presence of oil.
In the dry-out model, the oil-dependent function impacts only the high-quality regime.
The increment in upper-limiting oil saturations (fmoil and sfoil) & lower-limiting oil saturations
(floil and sfoil) in both the models (wet and dry-out, respectively) increases the foam tolerance to
the detrimental effect of oil on foam.
The oil exponent (epoil) in wet-foam model makes the foam independent of the effects of oil when
lowered and vice versa. In the dry-out foam model, the oil exponent (efoil) negates the effects of
oil when decreased and vice versa. Hence, the oil exponent behave unlike as compared to the upperlimiting oil saturation and the lower-limiting oil saturation behaving the same in both wet and dryout foam models.
Oil saturations below lower-limiting oil saturation has no effect on foam stability. Oil plays a
destabilising role when the oil saturation lie between lower and upper limiting saturation, making
the foam weaker with oil saturation approaching the upper-limiting oil saturation. If the oil
saturation becomes greater than the upper-limiting oil saturation, the foam collapses totally despite
the any value of water saturation.
Incorporating Stone’s model makes the foam models sensitive to oil dependent parameters as the
oil saturations has a wider variance when compared to Corey’s saturation profile.
Foam strength increase to a higher extent in wet foam model as compared to dry-out foam model
where the change in oil related parameters has no effect on the plateau of FM in dry-out foam.
Non unique results under the case of fixed oil to water superficial velocities is not only related to
that specific case but can be witnessed in other case (fixed Uo).
The unexpected behaviour of foam at same fractional flows can lead to various equilibrium states.
The simulations can account for alternating grid block saturation change by incorporating diffusion
co-efficient in the calculations.

The recommendations further following the work in this thesis are:





Conduct and verify the results with practical experiments.
Focus on the effects of each parameters related to each scenario; the results show that each oil
related parameters has different magnitude of effect on foam stability in different models (i.e., wetfoam and dry-out foam model).
Further study on the determination of which equilibrium state the nature would pick
40
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A
EQUATIONS USED IN THE MODEL
A.1 General Equations of physics
Darcy’s Law (For Oil phase)
𝑘𝑟𝑜 =

Uo∗μo
k∗∆P

(A.1)

Saturations in three phased system
1

𝑈𝑤∗𝜇𝑤 (𝑛𝑤)
)
𝑘∗∆𝑃

Sw = [(

∗ (1 − 𝑆𝑤𝑐 − 𝑆𝑜𝑟 − 𝑆𝑔𝑟)] + 𝑆𝑤𝑐

(A.2)

1

So =

𝐾𝑟𝑜 (𝑛𝑜)
[(𝐾𝑟𝑜𝑜 )

Sg =

𝐾𝑟𝑔 (𝑛𝑔)
[( 𝑜 )
𝑘𝑟𝑔

∗ (1 − 𝑆𝑤𝑐 − 𝑆𝑜𝑟 − 𝑆𝑔𝑟)] + 𝑆𝑜𝑟

(A.3)

∗ (1 − 𝑆𝑤𝑐 − 𝑆𝑜𝑟 − 𝑆𝑔𝑟)] + 𝑆𝑔𝑟

(A.4)

1

Linear Relative Permeability
So−Sor

𝑘𝑟, 𝑜 = (1−Swc−Sor−Sgr)

(A.5)

Sw−Swc
)
1−Swc−Sor−Sgr

(A.6)

1−Sw−So−Sgr
)
1−Swc−Sor−Sgr

A.7)

𝑘𝑟, 𝑤 = (
𝑘𝑟, 𝑔 = (
Corey Power Law Correlations

So−Sor

𝑛𝑜

𝑘𝑟𝑜 = 𝐾𝑟𝑜 (1−Swc−Sor−Sgr)

(A.8)
𝑛𝑤

Sw−Swc

𝑘𝑟𝑤 = 𝐾𝑟𝑤 0 (1−Swc−Sor−Sgr)
1−Sw−So−Sgr

(A.9)

𝑛𝑔

𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑔 = 𝐾𝑟𝑜𝑔 (1−Sgr−Sor−Swc)

(A.10)

Normalized Stone’s Oil Relative Permeability
𝑂
𝑂
𝑂
𝐾𝑟𝑜 = (𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑤 + 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖 ∗ 𝑘𝑟𝑤 ) ∗ (𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑔
+ 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖 *𝑘𝑟𝑔
) – 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖 (𝑘𝑟𝑤 + 𝑘𝑟𝑔
)

(A.11)
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A.2 STARSTM Foam Simulator
Wet Foam Model

FM 

1
1  FMMOB * F1 * F2 * F3 * F4 * F5 * F6

(A.12)

Where,
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6

=
=
=
=
=
=

( mole fraction(icprel) ) / fmsurf )^epsurf
( fmoil - oil saturation) / (fmoil-floil)^epoil
( fmcap / (capillary number) )^epcap
( fmgcp - (capillary number)/fmgcp )^epgcp
( fmomf - oil mole fraction.(numw))/fmomf )^epomf
(mole fraction(numw)-flsalt)/(fmsalt-flsalt))^epsalt

Dry-Out Foam Model

FM 

1
1  FMMOB * F 7

(A. 13)

SF  MAX G1, G2, G3, G4

F 7  0.5 

ARCTAN  SFBET SW  SF

A.14)





Where,
G1

=

( MOLE FRACTION(ICPREL) ) / SFSURF ) ** EFSURF
0.0<G1<1.0
G1 * (1 – SFDRY) + SFDRY

G2

=

(OIL SATURATION-SLOIL) / (SFOIL-SLOIL)) ** EFOIL
0.0<G2<1.0
G2 * (1 – SFDRY) + SFDRY

G3

=

( MOLE FRACTION(NUMW) – SLSALT)/(SFSALT – SLSALT) **EFSALT
0.0<G3<1e5
G3 * (1 – SFDRY) + SFDRY

G4

=

( FMCAP / (CAPILLARY NUMBER) ) ** EFCAP
0.0<G4<1.0
G4 * (1 – SFDRY) + SFDRY
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(A.15)

B
RESULTS FROM COREY WET FOAM MODEL
B.1 Fixed So

Figure 40 Cases - Corey Wet Foam Model for Fixed So
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B.2 Fixed Uo

Figure 41 Cases - Corey Wet Foam Model for Fixed Uo

B.3 Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio

Figure 42 Cases - Corey Wet Foam Model for Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio
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C
RESULTS FROM COREY DRY-OUT FOAM MODEL
C.1 Fixed So

Figure 43 Cases - Corey Dry-out Foam Model for Fixed So
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C.2 Fixed Uo

Figure 44 Cases - Corey Dry-out Foam Model for Fixed Uo

C.3 Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio

Figure 45 Cases - Corey Dry-out Foam Model for Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio
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D
RESULTS FROM STONE WET FOAM MODEL
D.1 Fixed Uo

Figure 46 Cases - Stone's Wet Foam Model for Fixed Uo
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D2. Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio

Figure 47 Cases - Stone's Wet Foam Model for Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio
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E
RESULTS FROM STONE DRY-OUT FOAM MODEL
E.1 Fixed Uo

Figure 48 Cases - Stone's Dry-out Foam Model for Fixed Uo
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E.2 Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio

Figure 49 Cases - Stone's Dry-out Foam Model for Fixed Uo/Uw Ratio
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F
RESULTS - FM VS SATURATION (FOR STONE’S)

Figure 50 Left (Top (A) and Bottom (C)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Dry-out foam model {sfoil/fmoil=0.2, floil/sloil=0.1,
efoil/epoil=3}; Right (Top (B) and Bottom (D)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Wet foam model {sfoil/fmoil=0.2,
floil/sloil=0.1, efoil/epoil=3}
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Figure 51 Left (Top (A) and Bottom (C)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Dry-out foam model {sfoil/fmoil=01, floil/sloil=0.8,
efoil/epoil=3}; Right (Top (B) and Bottom (D)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Wet foam model {sfoil/fmoil=1, floil/sloil=0.8,
efoil/epoil=3}
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Figure 52 Left (Top (A) and Bottom (C)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Dry-out foam model {sfoil/fmoil=01, floil/sloil=0.1,
efoil/epoil=1}; Right (Top (B) and Bottom (D)) - Surface and 2D ternary plot of Wet foam model {sfoil/fmoil=1, floil/sloil=0.1,
efoil/epoil=1}
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G
MATLAB CODE FOR 1D RESERVOIR SIMULATOR
%% RESERVOIR SIMULATOR
% Modelling the Effect of Oil on Foam for EOR: Local Equilibrium Behavior
% Author: M.N.ANSARI
% Last Edited on 11/09/2015
clc;
clear all;
close all;
%% Initialization
% RESERVOIR GEOMETRY
L
= 100;
%
DA
= 1.0;
%
N
= 100;
%
Dx
= L/N;
%
x
= linspace(L/(2*N),(2*N-1)*L/(2*N),N);%
xi
= linspace(0,L,N+1);
%
% RESERVOIR PARAMETERS
K
= 1.3E-12;
phi
= 0.3;

Length [m]
Cross-sectional Area [m2]
Number of grid cells
Dx[m], Size of gridblock
Grid centers
interface locations

% Permeability of Rock[m2]
% Initial Porosity [-]

% SIMULATION PARAMETERS
dt
= 10;

% Delta time[s]

% OTHER PARAMETERS
tprint
= 1500;

% Total Time steps

% VISCOSITY (GIVEN)
visco_o = 0.005;
visco_w = 0.0007;
visco_g = 0.0000207;

% Oil viscosity [Pa*s]
% Water viscosity [Pa*s]
% Gas viscosity [Pa*s]

% INITIAL CONDITION:
Sw = 0.35;
So = 0.113;
Sg = 0.537;

% Water Saturation
% Oil Saturation
% Gas Saturation

% Initial Saturation
so_i
= So*ones(N,1);
sw_i
= Sw*ones(N,1);
sg_i
= Sg*ones(N,1);

% Initial Oil Saturation
% Initial Water Saturation
% Initial Gas Saturation

% RANDOMLY GENERATED GRIDBLOCKS
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nad
= randperm(100,10);
if any(nad==1)==1
nad
= randperm(100,10);
else
no_g =round(sg_i(1)*100,0);
no_w =round(sw_i(1)*100,0);
sg_i(nad(1:end)) = sg_i(nad(1:end))+(randi([no_g,no_g],10,1))/(no_g*100);
sw_i(nad(1:end)) = sw_i(nad(1:end))+(randi([no_w,no_w],10,1))/(no_w*100);
so_i(nad(1:end)) = 1 - sg_i(nad(1:end))- sw_i(nad(1:end));
end
pres = zeros(N,1);

% Pressure

% Injection Parameters (I/P)
left: Injection
uw = 10;
ug = 3;
uo = 0.4;
ut = uo+ug+uw;
ut=ut*3.52777778*10^-6; %[ft/d to m/s]

% Condition @

%% Calculate Stable Time Step:
cons =
snw =
sng =
sno =

(dt*ut)/(Dx*phi);
sw_i;
sg_i;
so_i;

% This should be less than or equal to 0.1

for j = 1: 10
for t=1:tprint
[finw,fino,fing]=simple_frac(uw,ug,uo);

% INJ FRACTIONAL FLOW

[fnw(:,1),fno(:,1),fng(:,1),mt(:,1)]=frac_dryfoam(snw(:),sng(:),sno(:),visc
o_w,visco_o,visco_g); % Calculate derivative for stemp
% SATURATION FOR 1st GRIDBLOCK
sg_next(1)=sg_i(1)- cons*(fng(1)-fing);
sw_next(1)=sw_i(1)- cons*(fnw(1)-finw);
so_next(1)=1-sg_next(1)-sw_next(1);
% SATURATION FOR 2:N GRIDBLOCKS
sg_next(2:N,1)=sg_i(2:N)- cons*(fng(2:N)-fng(1:N-1));
sw_next(2:N,1)=sw_i(2:N)- cons*(fnw(2:N)-fnw(1:N-1));
so_next(2:N,1)=1-sg_next(2:N,1)-sw_next(2:N,1);

pres(N) = (ut*Dx)/(K*mt(N));
for co = 99:-1:1
pres(co) = pres(co+1)+(ut*Dx)/(K*mt(co));
end
figure (1)
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subplot(4,1,1);
plot(x,sw_next,'Linewidth',2)
title('Water Saturation V/s Distance')
xlabel('x [m]');
ylabel('S_w [-]');
xlim([0 L]);
ylim([0 1]);
subplot(4,1,2);
plot(x,so_next,'Linewidth',2)
title('Oil Saturation V/s Distance')
xlabel('x [m]');
ylabel('S_o [-]');
xlim([0 L]);
ylim([0 1]);
subplot(4,1,3);
plot(x,sg_next,'Linewidth',2)
title('Gas Saturation V/s Distance')
xlabel('x [m]');
ylabel('S_g [-]');
xlim([0 L]);
ylim([0 1]);
subplot(4,1,4);
plot(x,pres,'Linewidth',2)
title('Pressure V/s Distance')
xlabel('x [m]');
ylabel('Pressure [Pa]');
xlim([0 L]);
M(t)=getframe
%hold on
snw=sw_next;
sng=sg_next;
sno=so_next;
sw_i=snw;
sg_i=sng;
so_i=sno;
end
end

G. 1Function for dry-out foam model:
function [fw,fo,fg,mt]=frac_dryfoam(sw,sg,so,visco_w,visco_o,visco_g)
% function [fw,dfwds]=frac(sw,visco_w,visco_o)
% Function that computes the fractional flow at the
% given Saturation value using corey's method.
% visco_w = Water viscosity [Pa*s]
% visco_o = Oil viscosity [Pa*s]
% visco_g = Gas viscosity [Pa*s]

%% PARAMETER INITIALIZATION:
fmoil = 0.8;
floil = 0.1;
epoil = 3;
fmmob = 54000;
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epdry
fmdry
sloil
sfoil
efoil
sfdry
sfbet

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

20000;
.316;
0.1;
0.144;
3;
0.316;
6000;

% Corey Coefficient1
nw = 4.2;
no = 2;
ng = 1.3;
% Residual saturation(Given)
Swc = 0.2;
Sor = 0.1;
Sgr = 0.2;
% End-point relative permeability(Given)
krwe = 0.2;
kroe = 0.5;
krge = 0.94;
% Relative Permeabilities
wa=0;
for i=1: length(sw)
wa = ((sw(i)-Swc)/(1-Swc-Sor-Sgr));
if round(wa,6) <= 0
krw(i) = 0;
else
krw(i) = krwe*(wa).^nw;
end
oi = ((so(i)-Sor)/(1-Swc-Sor-Sgr));
if round(oi,6) <= 0
kro(i) = 0;
else
kro(i) = kroe*(oi).^no;
end
ga = ((sg(i)-Sgr)/(1-Swc-Sor-Sgr));
G2 = ((so(i)-sloil)/(sfoil-sloil))^efoil;
if G2<0
G2 = sfdry;
elseif G2>1
G2 = 0;
else
G2 = G2 * (1-sfdry) + sfdry;
end
f7(i) = 0.5 + (atan(sfbet*(sw(i)-G2)))/pi;
fm(i) = 1/(1+fmmob*f7(i));
if round(ga,6) <= 0
krg(i) = 0;
else
krg(i) = krge*(ga).^ng;
end
krgfoam(i)= krg(i)*fm(i);
end
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% Mobility
mw
= krw/visco_w;
mo
= kro/visco_o;
mg
= krgfoam/visco_g;
mt
= mo+mw+mg;
% Fractional Flow
fw
= mw./(mo+mw+mg);
fo
= mo./(mo+mw+mg);
fg
= mg./(mo+mw+mg);
end

G. 2 Function for wet-foam model:
function [fw,fo,fg,mt]=frac_dryfoam(sw,sg,so,visco_w,visco_o,visco_g)
% function [fw,dfwds]=frac(sw,visco_w,visco_o)
% Function that computes the fractional flow at the
% given Saturation value using corey's method.
% visco_w = Water viscosity [Pa*s]
% visco_o = Oil viscosity [Pa*s]
% visco_g = Gas viscosity [Pa*s]

%% PARAMETER INITIALIZATION:
fmoil = 0.8;
floil = 0.1;
epoil = 3;
fmmob = 54000;
epdry = 20000;
fmdry = .316;
sloil = 0.1;
sfoil = 0.144;
efoil = 3;
sfdry = 0.316;
sfbet = 6000;
% Corey Coefficient1
nw = 4.2;
no = 2;
ng = 1.3;
% Residual saturation(Given)
Swc = 0.2;
Sor = 0.1;
Sgr = 0.2;
% End-point relative permeability(Given)
krwe = 0.2;
kroe = 0.5;
krge = 0.94;
% Relative Permeabilities
wa=0;
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for i=1: length(sw)
wa = ((sw(i)-Swc)/(1-Swc-Sor-Sgr));
if round(wa,6) <= 0
krw(i) = 0;
else
krw(i) = krwe*(wa).^nw;
end
oi = ((so(i)-Sor)/(1-Swc-Sor-Sgr));
if round(oi,6) <= 0
kro(i) = 0;
else
kro(i) = kroe*(oi).^no;
end
ga = ((sg(i)-Sgr)/(1-Swc-Sor-Sgr));
f2(i) = 0.5 + (atan(epdry*(sw(i)-fmdry)))/pi;
f3(i) = ((fmoil-so(i))/(fmoil-floil))^epoil;
fm(i) = 1/(1+fmmob*f2(i)*f3(i));
if round(ga,6) <= 0
krg(i) = 0;
else
krg(i) = krge*(ga).^ng;
end
krgfoam(i)= krg(i)*fm(i);
end

% Mobility
mw
= krw/visco_w;
mo
= kro/visco_o;
mg
= krgfoam/visco_g;
mt
= mo+mw+mg;
% Fractional Flow
fw
= mw./(mo+mw+mg);
fo
= mo./(mo+mw+mg);
fg
= mg./(mo+mw+mg);
end
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